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During the Southern Tang Dynasty emperor Yi-Yuan, Family Dong moved to the 
LIU KENG village of Jiangxi Province from YI HUANG county, and been settled 
here more than thousand years. During this time, the Ancient Village carried 
thousands of histories, thousand years of culture, so LIU KENG village also have the 
name of "first village through the ages past." 
   Freedman has been organized by the Chinese lineages organization and been 
divided them into A-Z complexity of such type, and the evolution of the flow through 
the pit for a thousand years has become clear that the extreme Family Dong Z-lineage 
organization. Family Dong of LIU KENG is divided into eight lineages bench rooms, 
but each bench is not the brotherly relationship, and it has diverged at different times 
from the mainly bench, and someone even span more than a century. The village 
existing more than ten temples, more of them is belonged to one or several benches, 
and the other temples all belong to the Family Dong of village. Each of the temple 
also has the god for their bench or several benches only. 
In this paper, it introduce the folks belief contents of Family Dong, from ancestral 
worship, sacrificing at Tomb-sweeping Day, Shamanism of village polytheism of LIU 
KENG , and other terms of the entire ancient village in the specific content of civil 
religion, and finally put the view in the temple of the folk god and the ownership of 
temple, and finally the author will discuss the interactive relationship between folk 
belief and lineage organizations in this question. 
 The folk belief of Liu Keng has the perplexing relationship with the lineage 
organization. On the one hand, the whole lineage organization has several temples, 
and sacrificing the god which belong them only. On the other hand, every bench all 
has their temple and the exclusive god, or several benches sacrificing one god. The 
mutual ancestor worship and the beliefs made the whole lineage have more and more 
centripetal forces. But the ancestor worship and the beliefs which belonging the 















competition. But because of their different religious sphere generated competition can 
be seen on the various folks beliefs cohesion between those rooms and competition 
also play a subtle role, and this refinement to the study of Religious Belief scholars no 
doubt will come into a new hot spot. 
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第一章 绪  论 
第一节  研究的缘起 
































































                                                 













第一章 绪  论 
 3
重视。2001 年 6 月 25 日，流坑村古建筑群被评为“第五批全国重点文物保护单
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